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and forges at Furness, and hundreds of them crossed over
to England to render assistance at harvest-time ; while
Scotsmen came southwards to man the keels at Newcastle.
The position of labour in the new economic order, which
by easy stages dissolved the fabric of mediaeval society,
attests the early growth of capitalism and affords perhaps
the most convincing testimony to the emergence of the
entrepreneur. The structure of industry was being recon-
stituted on lines which were incompatible with the survival
of the craftsman in an independent capacity. We can best
account for the rise of a wage-earning class if we bear in
mind that the advent of capitalism, in the sense in which
the term is here defined, implies a phase in industrial evolu-
tion in which the ownership of the raw material is trans-
ferred from the manual producer to an employer, who hires
labour to work it up and sells the finished product. In
consequence the manual producer is transformed from an
independent craftsman owning the material on which he
worked into a wage-labourer engaged on material supplied
by the capitalist, even though he may continue to own
the instruments of production. Hence the fundamental
feature of capitalism is the wage-system under which the
worker has no right of ownership in the wares which he
manufactures : he sells not the fruits of his labour but the
labour itself—a distinction of vital economic significance.
The genesis of the wage-system is not connected, as is often
supposed, with the introduction of machinery : its true test
is whether the worker has any property in the goods which
he makes. If the goods do not belong to him because the
material is provided by another person, then he is a wage-
earner whether the instruments of production belong to him
or not. So long as the artisan purchased his material (as
in the ' gild' stage), he was independent: he could dispose
freely of the finished product: he worked for a price, not
for a wage: he earned a twofold profit—the profit of his
labour and the profit of the material. But when the artisan
worked on material furnished by an employer (as in the
' domestic ' stage), he had to hand back the finished product,

